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Work with us to improve the lives of
University of Dundee students

Working at DUSA

Who We Are
Dundee University Students Association
(DUSA) is a charitable organisation, devoted to
assisting those in need and providing
appropriate and valued services and support
to our members.
We are committed to creating an environment
in which all staff, volunteers and members
are supported to continuously develop their
talents, skills, and knowledge.
Over the last year DUSA has invested in our
Future Leaders Forum and a Collaborative
Leadership Programme, supporting staff and
students to develop their skills, and capacity to
lead collaboratively.
By collaborative leadership, we mean the
process of engaging collective intelligence to
deliver results across organisational
boundaries. It is grounded in a belief
that together we are smarter, more creative,
and more competent than any of us
individually, especially when it comes to
addressing complex issues.

Our Culture Statement
Our culture enables us to create welcoming,
safe, and valued physical and virtual
spaces for our members. DUSA plays a key
role in supporting students to come
together to socialise, be part of clubs and
societies, learn, volunteer, work and access
advice, guidance, and support. We
enable them to pursue their ambitions and
maximise their individual and collective
impact. Our future success is dependent

on our ability to continue to serve our
members well, as our membership changes,
by proactively responding to their
requirements, through collaborative
leadership.

We treat everyone with dignity and
respect:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•

•
•

We inherently value people regardless of
their status or situation
We listen to and try to understand other
people’s perspectives and opinions
We validate and acknowledge other
people’s contributions by giving positive
feedback
We respect confidentiality and do not
discuss other people’s circumstances or
personal information outwith appropriate
channels
We promote wellbeing and encourage
access to appropriate support
We challenge behaviour which negatively
impacts on others, is unacceptable to the
organisation or is against organisational
values
We hold ourselves to the highest standards
of non-discriminatory and respectful
behaviour
We actively champion the principles of
equality and diversity
We embrace difference, actively
reaching out to minority and
underrepresented groups

We build community:
•
•
•

We are diverse and inclusive
We are friendly and approachable
We celebrate special events

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

We share knowledge, experience, and
expertise
We show care and concern for others
We look out for each other
We accept help from others
We help others where we can
We work collaboratively
We express gratitude
We undertake joint projects and share
resources where possible

We demonstrate honesty and integrity:
•
•
•
•
•

•

We are truthful to ourselves and to others
We carry out our work to the best of our ability
We let others know if we are unable to meetagreed
expectations
We are trustworthy
We act as role models for honesty and integrity and
actively support and encourage reporting of
inappropriate behaviour
We accept failure as a normal part of trying out new
things, and learn from it

We are innovative:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

We champion new initiatives for an achievable benefit
We constructively challenge the status quo
We think ‘big picture’ when developing ideas
We use pilots and prototypes to test out new
initiatives through entrepreneurship
We seek feedback and suggestions for improvement
We fail fast and recover quickly
We apply findings from market research
We embrace new technologies to aid
creativity and innovation
We embrace a positive ‘can-do’ attitude
We are agile and responsive to the needs of our
members
We have a proactive, positive, and enthusiastic
attitude and maintain an open environment where
creativity and curiosity are encouraged
We develop mutually beneficial partnerships with
individuals, groups, and organisations that benefit our
members.

What We Do
Eat, Drink and Socialise
Here at DUSA, we have a large team who work in our
food and beverage offering. These roles are pivotal
to our success in driving footfall and repeat visits.
They look after our venues such as The Liar, a
popular spot for relaxing during the day with our
homemade food, great coffee and warm
atmosphere. The Liar transforms at night into a
bustling hub of activity, a favourite meeting place of
societies and sports teams.
Another example of one of our Food & Beverage
spaces is The Terrace. Sheltered amongst the
greenery at the top of Airlie Place, the recently
refurbished Terrace is one of our favourite spaces.
Whether visitors are looking for a relaxing outdoor
study space during the day or an exciting night time
experience, this beautiful outdoor space has what
customers need to top up their day.
Whilst the night-time economy is changing, we
know that our students still love to dance and
de-stress after a hectic week of study.
Our two nightclubs - Mono and Floor 5 - provide a
variety of themed nights to suit all musical tastes.

Student Led Activities
We have over 230 Societies, ranging
from politics and dancing to charity
work and religion.
Student societies are groups of
like-minded students who aim to
promote an activity or belief on
campus. Trying a new sport or
hobby is a perfect break from the
“lectures-library-home” pattern of
student life.
Societies are full of people sharing
the same interests, thoughts and
learning from each other. Not only
do they make new friends, they
unwittingly gain those much-desired
skills for their future employment and
leave the university with much more
than a degree.

Scottish Local
Retailer Awards

Award Winning Retail
DUSA runs multiple award winning retail
outlets - not just on the University of
Dundee Campus but in a number of satellite
sites including Ninewells Hospital.
Our stores provide students with a convenient
place to shop and have regular discounted
offers on a range of products from University
merchandise to weekly groceries and essential
study snacks.
Retail at DUSA is not just committed to, but is
actively at the forefront of sustainability and
innovation in the sector and our retail team
work tirelessly to further this cause for the
students of the University of Dundee.

• Sustainability
Retailer of the Year
• Fresh, Chilled and Frozen
Retailer of the Year
• Beers, Ciders, Wines and Spirit
Retailer of the Year

Scottish Grocers
Federation
•
•

Innovation in Impulse
Sustainability Champions

Our Charity Partner
DUSA plays a part in helping to get students
fundraising and volunteering. Our student RAG
(Raising and Giving) Ambassadors do this by
working with our Charity Partner.
Each year, we team up with a different charity
selected by our student body, and they help
raise as much money as possible for them
through a lot of different events.
The student nominated partner for 2021/2022
is Dundee Women’s Aid

Scotland’s
Sunniest City
The City of Discovery
Dundee is a modern and vibrant
city set in a stunning location at the
mouth of the River Tay on the east
coast of Scotland with a population of
approx. 148,000.
The city benefits from a central
geographic location, with 90% of
Scotland within 90 minutes drive.
Dundee is a main station on the UK
east coast line, has excellent
motorway network access and a
regional airport with direct flights
from London. It is also a significant
cruise ship port.
With more hours of sunshine than any
other Scottish city and an abundance
of green spaces - Dundee provides an
unrivalled quality of life. It is a
thriving regional economic and
commercial centre drawing
commuters from a catchment
population of 640,000 within a
60-minute drive.

Why Dundee?
Dundee is embracing a huge
transformation and has been firmly
propelled to a city of global renown.
Perceptions are changing and with
significant investment, has come
significant return. The city is
embracing its enormous potential and
is undergoing an ambitious period of
change - with the Waterfront
regeneration as a catalyst,
Dundee’s future has never looked
more positive.

THE THIRD-LARGEST REGENERATION
PROJECT IN THE UK
The £1bn, 30-year Dundee
Waterfront Development
UK’S FIRST UNESCO CITY OF DESIGN
Joining their Creative Cities Network which
includes Seoul, Kobe, Montréal,
Singapore, Shenzen, Berlin, Buenos Aires,
Helsinki, Bilbao and Others
V&A, DUNDEE
The only design museum in the UK
outside London
UK'S HIGHEST AVERAGE
BROADBAND SPEEDS
99% access to super-fast broadband
DIRECT FLIGHTS TO LONDON CITY
from Dundee Airport, a 5 minute drive from
the city centre
RECOGNISED EXCELLENCE IN
ACADEMIA & RESEARCH
University of Dundee and Abertay University
within the city
A GLOBALLY RECOGNISED REPUTATION FOR
TEACHING & RESEARCH
In areas as diverse as biotechnology and
computer games
CITY POPULATION OF 148,270
With approximately 306,300 people living
within a 30 minute drive time of the city
EDEN PROJECT
The Eden Project charity has announced
Dundee as its first ecological attraction in
Scotland
ONE OF THE HIGHEST
STUDENT:POPULATION RATIOS IN THE UK
At 1:5, with 50,000 people studying within 30
minutes of the city
HOUSE PRICES ARE MORE AFFORDABLE IN
DUNDEE THAN IN ANY OTHER SCOTTISH
CITY
House prices are 42% lower than Edinburgh
and 20% below the Scottish average

Got Questions?
Contact our HR Manager Yvonne Douglas
ydouglas@dusa.co.uk
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